Predation by foxes aided by Earth's
magnetic field
14 January 2011, by Lin Edwards
The researchers found that the foxes tended to
prepare for their jumps in long vegetation or snow
with their body aligned in a roughly north-easterly
direction (around 20° clockwise from magnetic
north). In short vegetation, where the foxes were
more likely to be able to see their prey, there was
no bias towards any particular direction.
In long vegetation and snow 72.5 % of successful
attacks were made when the fox's head was facing
towards the north (340°-40°) and attacks from
other directions were mostly unsuccessful, except
Hypothetical principle of a "magnetic range-finder" in the
for a successful cluster 15% at due south. These
red fox assuming radical-pair-based magnetoreception.
results were found regardless of the time of year,
Image credit: [i]Biology Letters[/i],
time of day, cloud cover, wind direction, or age and
doi:10.1098/rsbl.2010.1145
gender of the fox.

(PhysOrg.com) -- Scientists in the Czech Republic
and Germany studying the hunting behavior of red
foxes have discovered the foxes are more
successful if they jump on their prey towards the
north.

The researchers say their findings suggest the
successful attacks were enhanced by magnetic
alignment, and Burda said their favorite hypothesis
is that the fox uses information on the Earth's
magnetic field as a range finder. Burda said the fox
could sense the magnetic northerly direction as a
patch of dark or light. In the northern hemisphere
the magnetic field tilts downwards below the
horizontal at an angle of 60-70°, so the fox edges
forward in search of the point at which the angle of
the sound from the prey meets the slope of the
magnetic field. At that point the prey is a fixed jump
distance away.

Professor Hynek Burda of the University of
Duisburg-Essen in Germany, and colleagues in the
Czech Republic, studied the red fox (Vulpes
vulpes), which hunts small prey in long vegetation
or under snow by slowly creeping forward and
listening intently before jumping high and pouncing
on the prey from above, a process known as
If the hypothesis is correct, the red fox would be the
mousing.
first animal ever shown to use magnetic fields as an
aid to hunting, and the first to be shown to use it as
A total of 84 wild red foxes were observed in 65
an aid to estimating distance rather than direction.
locations in the Czech Republic by 23 wildlife
Many other animals are known to be able to detect
biologists and hunters between April 2008 and
September 2010. The observers used a compass magnetic fields, and in Burda's earlier work in 2008,
herds of cows and deer were shown to align in a
to measure body orientation of the foxes as they
prepared to make hunting jumps on 592 occasions north-south direction, except when grazing under
high-voltage power lines, which produce strong
in total, with the immediate success or failure of
magnetic fields.
200 of the jumps being clear. The observations
were made in different seasons and habitats and
different times of day.

The paper was published in Biology Letters and is
available online.
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More information: Directional preference may
enhance hunting accuracy in foraging foxes,
Jaroslav ?ervený et al., Biology Letters, Published
online before print January 12, 2011, doi:
10.1098/rsbl.2010.1145
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